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the general route of the arched harp from Sumeria to
India to Burma is widely accepted in its broad outline, the
details are as yet uncertain.Specifically,no one has satisfactorilyestablished the approximate time and point of departureof the harp from
India to Burma. Claudie Marcel-Dubois in her book, Les Instruments
de Musiquede L'IndeAncienne,statesthat the harp passedfrom Bengal
to Burma sometime after the eighth century A.D.1 As far as I know,
this has never been disputed. While it is impossible to be dogmatic,
the evidence, circumstantialand material, indicates the need for a
revision of this theory. I believe that the harp came into Burma not
from the north of India but from the south-easterncoast of India, and
not after the eighth century A.D. but sometime before A.D. 500.
The theory that the arched harp came from Bengal to Burma after
the eighth century A.D. is based upon two related sets of evidence.
(a) The harps on temple reliefs of medieval Burma (A.D. Iooo-I200)
are like the harps found on temple reliefs of Bengal. The Bengal
harps,the last to appearin India, have a characteristicelongated shape
with the body merging imperceptiblyinto the neck (P1.V, a). About
a century later similar harps appear in Burma on temple reliefs at
Pagan (P1.V, b). (b) Varioussortsof artisticinfluencesareknown to have
passedfrom Bengal to Burma in the early years of the Pagan dynasties
Therefore it has seemed logical to assume that the
(A.D. Io0-I200).
harps as seen on the Pagan temple reliefs are derived from the Bengal
harps. The difficulty ariseswhen it is automatically assumed that the
Pagan harpsare the immediate ancestorsof today's Burmese harp. The
shapeof the Pagan harpsis radicallydifferentfrom the shapeof today's
harp (P1. VI). The neck of the contemporary harp curves in sharply
toward the body. The slender neck is separatefrom the substantial
body, which it penetrates.The curve of the Pagan harpis more gradual
and the neck is not clearly distinct from the body. There is no known
intermediatestage between these two forms, the medieval Pagan harp
and the contemporary harp.
However, the evidence for an alternativehypothesis of the introduction of the harp into Burma can be found among the records of
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the Pyu, the immediate predecessorsof the Burmansin Lower Burma.
Only one temple relief of a Pyu harp has yet been discovered by
archaeological diggings (Fig. I). But the general shape and playing
position of this one example correlates with both today's harp and
Indian harps from Amaravati in the period between A.D. 200-400.
Other cultural connections between Lower Burma and south-eastern
Indiafrom the first to the fifth centuriesgive credibilityto the assumption that the harp could have passedinto Burma at this time.
The first written account of the harp in Burma also dates from the
period of the Pyu kingdom. This document comes not from Burma
itself but from ninth-century China. In A.D. 802 a delegation, including thirty-five musicians, was sent by the Pyu king to the Tang
dynasty capital, Yang-chao. Their unusual instrumentsand excellent
performancesastonishedand delighted the Chinese court. The twelve
songs sung by the Pyu musicianswere on Buddhist themes. This event
is recorded and described in the New Tang History.2The following
Pyu instrumentsare listed by the Chinese chronicler:3
I. Bells with clappersfastened with leather.
2. Flat iron 'clacks'with leather handles.
3. Conch shells of various sizes.
4. Lizard-headzithers with nine strings.
5. A dragon-headlute with three tuning pegs and bridges.
6. Cloud-head 'guitar' with three strings and plectrum.
7. Two-stringed gourd lutes, large and small, the lute itself being
of bamboo.
8. Another bamboo gourd lute with one string and four bridges.
9. Transverseflutes.
Io. Double flutes.
11. Gourd mouth-organs, large and small, each with a bamboo
tongue and sixteen pipes, the longest 4 feet 8 inches.
12. Small drums stretchedwith snake skin.
13. Two or three bull's horns.
14. Two harps.
Two different harps are mentioned in the chronicle. The first is
carefullydescribed,and gives the number of strings (fourteen) and the
dimensions of the body and neck. The body was 60 cm. long and
20 cm. wide. The arched neck was 76 cm. long. The end of the neck
was turned outward and the apex shaped like the head of a phoenix.4
The first harp of the Pyu, as reportedin the Chinese chronicle, had
two distinctand unusualfeatures:a neck which curved outward at the
end, and a bird carved on the apex. Such a harp is found on temple
reliefs in Indiaonly at Amaravati,on the easternIndiancoast, from the
i8
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Pyu Harp, LowerBurma,beforeA.D. 300 (seealsoPI. VII (a)).

Drawingof a harpfroma relieffromAmaravati,India(Arch.SurS.
vey India:The Buddist Stupasof Amaravatietc.,Pi. XVII, 4).
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3 Drawingof harpsfroma relieffromAmaravati,c. A.D. 200 (J.
Kunst:The CulturalBackgroundof IndonesianMusic, Amsterdam,
1949,
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4 Drawingof a harpfrom Amaravati(afterMarcel-Dubois,op. cit.,
Pi. XL, 1).
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'Visit of the Pancacikha
5 Drawingof a harpfrom Nagarjunikonda,
to the Buddha',S. India (afterMarcel-Dubois,op. cit., PI. XL, 2).

6 Drawingof a harpfromafresco in LokahteikpanTemple,Pagan,
Burma,A.D. 1113 (afterBohmuBa Shin:The Lokahteikpan,BurmaHistoricalCommission,Rangoon,1962).
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7 SumerianHarp,from Adab, c. 3200 B.C. (afterF W Galpin:
The Music of the Sumeriansetc., 1937).

second to the fourth centuriesA.D.5 (Fig. 2). This Amaravatiharp is
therefore the most probable ancestor of the Pyu bird-headedharp.
The second harp of the Pyus is mentioned only briefly, and the text
of this portion of the New TangHistoryis too ambiguous to be useful.
However, the earliest representationof the arched harp in Burma is
found on a temple relief from Old Prome, the Pyu capital,dated sometime before A.D. 800 (Fig. I). The harp from Old Prome is probably
the second harp mentioned in the New Tang History.Like the birdheaded harp, the harp from Old Prome is similar to harps found at
Amaravatifrom the second to the fourth centuriesA.D. (Figs. 3, 4).
The relationship between the Pyu harps and those of Amaravati
would be very tenuous were it not for the extensive cultural contacts
between the two areasat this time. In the fifth century A.D., a great
Buddhist centre arose at Conjeeveram,just south of Amaravation the
eastern Indian coast. This vigorous Buddhist kingdom was to have a
profound influence on the cultural, social and religious traditions of
lower Burma. One of the dynastic names of the Pyu rulers, Varman,
is also a dynasticname of the Pallavakings who ruled at Conjeeveram.6
Among the earliestinscriptionsdiscovered in Burma, dating from the
seventh century A.D. or earlier,are those in the Pallavaalphabetin use
at Conjeeveram at this time. These inscriptions frequently mention
the great Buddhist commentator of Conjeeveram, Dhammapala.7
Buddhist missionaryactivity was the primaryvehicle for Indiancultural
expansion in Burma at this time.
There is an intimate relation in India between the arched harp and
Buddhism. The harp in India is seen in representationsof the court
orchestrasof Buddhist dynasties (Sunga, Kanva, Andra, Pallava and
Gupta). The harp is representedin the hands of Buddhist divinities
(Fig. 5) and the harp disappearedin India at the same time that Hinduism became the dominant religion.8
This connection between the arched harp and Buddhism supports
the assumption that the Pyu harps were exported to lower Burma
along with the Pallava script and Buddhist scripturesfrom the Conjeeveram-Amaravatiarea sometime around the fifth century A.D.9 In
A.D. 832 the Pyu capital was destroyed by tribes from Nanchao, the
Pyus decimated and dispersed.l1The bird-headed harp disappeared.
Perhaps its traces can be found in the phoenix which crowns the
medieval Chinese angularharp, or even in the upward thrusting apex
of the contemporary Burmese harp.
Although the bird-headedharp was lost forever, the second harp of
the Pyus, the only harp representedin Burma before the eleventh
century, continued to the present. On the temple relief from the Pyu
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capital,the harpistis shown with a musicianwho seems to be keeping
the rhythm either with small hand cymbals or by clapping his hands
(P1. VII, a). They both accompany a dancer. The combination of a
harpistand a timekeeper, both accompanying a dancer,is common in
Burma today. The shape of the harp, with its sharplyincurved neck
and carved apex, is also like the contemporaryharp of the Burmans.
In A.D. 849, soon after the fall of the Pyu kingdom, the Burmans
establishedtheir capital at Pagan." This is the beginning of the 'Burmese' era of the history of Burma. There was racialand culturalcontinuity between the kingdom of the Pyus and the kingdom of the
Burmans.The Burmans took pride in being the successorsof the Pyu.
In the Burmese temples of Pagan are found the best known representations of the harp. The Nagayon, A.D. Io84, and the Ananda,A.D.
o190, show the harp on predellas of stone reliefs of the Buddha. A
later temple, the Lokahteikpan, A.D. II3, contains a fresco of a
Jatakastory which includes a harp.
The Burmans believe that the Pagan harps are the direct ancestors
of the present-day harp. These harps are also the evidence for the
theory that the instrument came into Burma in this period from
Bengal. And yet the striking thing about them is their dissimilarityto
the modern harp. The necks of the Pagan harps are thick and blunt
(Pls. V, b; VII, b, and Fig. 6). The curve of the neck is much less pronounced than that of the modem harp and there is no inturing at
the apex or carving on the neck end. The delicate refinements of the
Amaravatiharps,the Pyu harpsand the contemporaryharp are absent.
Even more puzzling is the fact that all three Pagan harpsdifferfrom
one another. The harp on the Ananda predella (P1. V, b) is a perfect
copy of the last stagesof the archedharp as preservedin Bengal (P1.V,
a). The neck and the body are fused into a single elongated curve.
The playing position is the same as that used in Bengal.
The Nagayon harp (P1. VII, b) is similar in contour to the Ananda
harp but the harp is reversedin the hands of the player. Also, the body
of the harp sits on the floor beside the player instead of resting on the
thighs.
The harp in the Lokahteikpan temple (Fig. 6) is nearestin general
contour to the contemporary harp except for its coarse, unadorned
neck. None of these harpsbearsmore than a family resemblanceto the
modern harp. By contrast,though roughly executed, the Pyu harp has
both the same shape and the same playing position as today's harp.
The 'Indian' look of the Ananda and Nagayon harps can be explained by the historicalcircumstancesof the times. Indian Buddhists,
fleeing persecutionin their homeland, came to Pagan in great numbers
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at this time. Inscriptionsindicate that Indian artisanswere imported to
Pagan. Indian bas-reliefswere also brought to Pagan from Bengal in
large numbers.l2The 'Indian'harps of the Ananda and the Nagayon
could be duplicationsof Bengal temple reliefs by Indian craftsmen,or
possibly the reliefs were brought directly from India. In any case, it is
doubtful that such harpswere actually used at Pagan. It seems reasonable to assume continuity in the shape and playing position from the
Pyu harp directly to the Burmese harp.
In conclusion, the Sumerian (Fig. 7), the early Indian and the Burmese harps share the characteristicof a substantialbody into which a
ratherdelicateneck is inserted.The incurved neck of the Burmeseharp
is more like the neck of the Sumerianharp than it is like the typical
profile of a late Indianharp. The Burmese harp is an early form of the
Indianharp, which left India sometime before A.D. 500. The harpfirst
appearsin lower Burma among the strongly Hinduized kingdom of
the Pyus. From the Pyus it passeddirectly to the Burmansand remains
essentiallyunchanged today.
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BurmeseHarp. (Photo:W Earl Britton.)
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